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Descent The Immortal Chronicles
Book 1
The Vampire Chronicles continue with Anne Rice’s
spellbinding new novel, in which the great vampire
Marius returns. The golden-haired Marius, true Child of
the Millennia, once mentor to The Vampire Lestat,
always and forever the conscientious foe of the Evil
Doer, reveals in his own intense yet inti- mate voice the
secrets of his two-thousand-year existence. Once a
proud Senator in Imperial Rome, kidnapped and made a
“blood god” by the Druids, Marius becomes the
embittered protector of Akasha and Enkil, Queen and
King of the vampires, in whom the core of the
supernatural race resides. We follow him through his
heartbreaking abandonment of the vampire Pandora.
Through him we see the fall of pagan Rome to the
Emperor Constantine and the horrific sack of the Eternal
City itself at the hands of the Visigoths. Bravely, Marius
seeks a new civilization in the midst of glittering
Constantinople, only to meet with the blood drinker
Eudoxia. We see him ultimately returning to his beloved
Italy, where after the horrors of the Black Death, he is
restored by the beauty of the Renaissance. We see him
become a painter living dangerously yet happily among
mortals, giving his heart to the great Botticelli, to the
bewitching courtesan Bianca, and to the mysterious
young apprentice Armand. Moving from Rome to
Florence, Venice, and Dresden, and to the English castle
of the secret scholarly order of the Talamasca, the novel
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reaches its dramatic finale in our own time, deep in the
jungle where Marius, having told his life story, seeks
some measure of justice from the oldest vampires in the
world.
Book one of the acclaimed, bestselling epic fantasy
Renshai Chronicles—discover the intricate Renshai
universe, infused with Norse mythology, tangled intrigue,
and cataclysmic magical battles. They’ve survived the
end of the universe. But now, nearly three hundred years
after the time of Ragnarok—the death battle of the
gods—humankind faces a new and potentially fatal trial.
The balance between Law and Chaos has long been
maintained by the rulers of Bearn, but with the current
king dying, a new keeper of neutrality must be found
among his heirs. When the search becomes desperate,
a small band forms in secret to seek out the last possible
heir. The team—consisting of the king’s granddaughter, a
knight in training, an apprentice bard, a young and
untested Renshai warrior, and a fickle thief—struggle to
survive the perils of the wild as well as enemies
equipped with magical powers. And if any of them
actually reach their goal, can they bring the one
remaining heir back to Bearn alive?
'Offers a fresh and feminist take'Madeline Miller,
bestselling author of Circe Thousands of years ago, two
remarkable women found themselves swept up in one of
the greatest legends of all . . . and discovered the price
that must be paid for immortality. Desperate to save her
dying brother, Admete persuades her father, the king of
Tiryns, to allow her to accompany Hercules on one of his
celebrated twelve labours. They travel to the land of the
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Amazons in the hopes of finding a cure - but their arrival
causes tension with the infamous female warriors.
Hippolyta, the revered queen of the tribe, sees their
presence as a threat - both to her people, but also to the
long-guarded secret she has been keeping from them.
As battle lines are drawn between the Greeks and the
Amazons, Admete and Hippolyta soon learn the
inevitable truth - that in war, sacrifices must be made;
especially if they are to protect the ones they love most .
. . PRAISE FOR EMILY HAUSER: 'Hauser recreates one
of the oldest tales in Greek myth with great skill and
panache.' The Times 'Once in a while something comes
along that's so utterly right, so necessary for now, that
you wonder why nobody thought of it before. Emily
Hauser's stunning debut novel . . . brings ancient Troy
wildly, raucously, passionately alive.' Manda Scott,
bestselling author of Boudica and Into the Fire 'A delight
from start to finish. Hauser's fresh perspective on one of
the great archetypal epics, in focusing on the
marginalised women's stories, makes for fascinating
reading . . . a clever premise and thoroughly enjoyable.'
Elizabeth Fremantle, author of Sisters of Treason 'Kept
me utterly absorbed. Here is a heroine to cheer for, and
a book to cherish.' Margot Livesey, author of The House
on Fortune Street 'Beautifully descriptive . . . drawing the
reader into a lost world of gods and heroes.' Glyn Iliffe,
author of King of Ithaca
In one week, Manhattan will be gone. In one month, the
country. In two months . . . the world. At New York's JFK
Airport an arriving Boeing 777 taxiing along a runway
suddenly stops dead. All the shades have been drawn,
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all communication channels have mysteriously gone
quiet. Dr. Eph Goodweather, head of a CDC rapidresponse team investigating biological threats, boards
the darkened plane . . . and what he finds makes his
blood run cold. A terrifying contagion has come to the
unsuspecting city, an unstoppable plague that will spread
like an all-consuming wildfire—lethal, merciless, hungry . .
. vampiric. And in a pawnshop in Spanish Harlem an
aged Holocaust survivor knows that the war he has been
dreading his entire life is finally here . . .
Maisie Dobbs investigates the mysterious death of a
controversial artist—and World War I veteran—in the fourth
entry in the bestselling series London, 1931. The night
before an exhibition of his artwork opens at a famed
Mayfair gallery, the controversial artist Nick BassingtonHope falls to his death. The police rule it an accident, but
Nick's twin sister, Georgina, a wartime journalist and a
infamous figure in her own right, isn't convinced. When
the authorities refuse to consider her theory that Nick
was murdered, Georgina seeks out a fellow graduate
from Girton College, Maisie Dobbs, psychologist and
investigator, for help. Nick was a veteran of World War I,
and before long the case leads Maisie to the desolate
beaches of Dungeness in Kent, and into the sinister
underbelly of the city's art world. In Messenger of Truth,
Maisie once again uncovers the perilous legacy of the
Great War in a society struggling to recollect itself. But to
solve the mystery of Nick's death, Maisie will have to
keep her head as the forces behind the artist's fall come
out of the shadows to silence her. Following on the
bestselling Pardonable Lies, Jacqueline Winspear
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delivers another vivid, thrilling, and utterly unique
episode in the life of Maisie Dobbs.
Think Game of Thrones meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer
with a drizzle of E.L. James - Telegraph Perfect for fans
of Jessica Jones and True Blood, this is a blockbuster
modern fantasy set in a divided world where one woman
must uncover the truth to seek her revenge. Half-Fae,
half-human Bryce Quinlan loves her life. Every night is a
party and Bryce is going to savour all the pleasures
Lunathion – also known as Crescent City – has to offer.
But then a brutal murder shakes the very foundations of
the city, and brings Bryce's world crashing down. Two
years later, Bryce still haunts the city's most notorious
nightclubs – but seeking only oblivion now. Then the
murderer attacks again. And when an infamous Fallen
angel, Hunt Athalar, is assigned to watch her every
footstep, Bryce knows she can't forget any longer. As
Bryce and Hunt fight to unravel the mystery, and their
own dark pasts, the threads they tug ripple through the
underbelly of the city, across warring continents, and
down to the deepest levels of Hel, where things that
have been sleeping for millennia are beginning to stir ...
With unforgettable characters and page-turning
suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1
New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas
delves into the heartache of loss, the price of freedom –
and the power of love.
Return to the "utterly addictive" (RT Book Reviews), "fastpaced and humorous" (Publishers Weekly) world of New
York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall's Immortal
Guardians. Dana Pembroke has been able to glimpse
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the future of those she touches for as long as she can
remember. But she never saw Aidan coming. When the
tall, dark Celt with the charming grin yet world-weary
eyes walks through her door, the future she sees for him
is one full of violence, danger, deception... and passion.
Because amidst the terrifying battles that unfold in her
visions, she also sees herself in Aidan's arms and in his
bed. Dana knows she should keep her distance, but the
tender moments and laughter they share entice her even
as she finds herself thrust into a world of vampires,
immortals, and other preternatural beings. Immortal
Guardian Aidan O'Byrne has been hunting and slaying
psychotic vampires for nearly three thousand years, so
visions of bloody battles don't trouble him. The battles
Dana foresees, however, show Aidan's brethren turning
against him, so he can't help but feel alarmed. While he
spends as much time as he can with Dana, struggling to
decipher her dire predictions, Aidan finds himself utterly
smitten. Hope rises that he has finally found a woman
who can banish the darkness and loneliness that plague
him. But when vampires begin targeting Dana and a
powerful enemy spawns chaos, will fate grant them time
to find happiness together?
DescentRaptureCrash
In thisUSA Today–bestselling paranormal romance, a
telepathic federal agent unites with the man of her dreams to
fight evil. U.S. law enforcement agent Heather Lane can read
minds. But not the future. The dream of battle and blood that
recurs every night must be a fluke, some obscure terror from
her own mind. What its significance might be, she can't
guess: an attack from seven psychotic vampires at once, only
separated from nightmare by an eighth very different
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immortal. A handsome, brave man fighting at her side, a man
she misses when she wakes. Then the dream comes true.
Heather is flung into a war between predators and protectors
of humanity, the man from her dreams beside her again.
Except now that she's awake, she isn't sure she can trust
Ethan, or the shadow organization he represents. The U.S.
military doesn't trust either of them. But against an onslaught
of evil like the one that's coming, it will take everything they
have just to survive... “Ethan will seem familiar to sci-fi and
fantasy fans, as he boasts the glowing charms of Twilight’s
Edward Cullen and the vicious durability of the X-Men’s
Wolverine…A nice entry point to an expansive saga.”—Kirkus
Reviews Praise for New York Times–bestseller Dianne Duvall
and the Immortal Guardians series “These dark, kick-ass
guardians can protect me any day!”—New York
Times–bestselling author Alexandra Ivy on Darkness Dawns
“Duvall is a major player.”—RT Book Reviews “The Immortal
Guardians series is one you’ll want to follow.”—The Romance
Review
We are not alone. Some call them devils or demons. But they
are real. They are down there. And they are waiting for us to
find them. In a cave in the Himalayas, a guide discovers a selfmutilated body with a warning: Satan exists. In the Kalahari
Desert, a nun unearths evidence of a proto-human species
and a deity called Older-than-Old. In Bosnia, something has
been feeding upon the dead in a mass grave. So begins
mankind’s most shocking realization: the underworld is a
vast geological labyrinth populated by another race of beings.
With all of Hell's precious resources and territories to be won,
a global race ensues. Nations, armies, religions, and
industries rush to colonize and exploit the subterranean
frontier. A scientific expedition is launched westward to
explore beneath the Pacific Ocean floor, both to catalog the
riches there and to learn how life could develop in the sunless
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abyss. But in the dark underground, as humanity falls away
from them, the scientists and mercenaries find themselves
prey not only to the savage creatures, but also to their own
treachery, mutiny, and greed. One thing is certain: Miles
inside the earth, evil is very much alive.
When times are darkest, one vampire desires more than
blood. As mortal men battle for the English crown, vampire
warriors’ move undetected among their ranks, savoring the
flow of blood the battlefield provides. Vampire prince,
Severian Pearce, fears a revelation of their existence to
humankind should the king fall from power. While in pursuit of
the king’s enemies, Severian comes to the aid of Meridian, a
human woman he craves—and not for the scent of her
blood—but for the dark desires written on the pages of her
diary. Meridian is torn between honoring her father’s dying
wish and her unexplainable yearning for Lord Pearce. But as
Severian and Meridian work together to protect a holy relic
hunted by mortals and immortals alike, the Red Veil descends
over them. This all-consuming attraction can drive vampires
to the brink of madness and most humans do not survive its
bloodlust. Will the existence of this powerful bond between a
human and a vampire be enough to unite the seven immortal
clans and protect them from the human world or is the Red
Veil a plague set on destroying any chance they might have
of being together for eternity?
When she starts dreaming about a dark-haired man who has
been declared a traitor, Lisette d'Alencon, a warrior against
the dark, comes to his rescue—only to be taken to task by the
Immortal Guardians, who blame them both for a plague of
super-vamps that seem to have appeared out of nowhere.
Original.
In this provocative, classic metaphysical thriller, a group of
suburban amateur actors plagued by personal demons and
terrors explore the pathways to heaven and hell Certain
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inhabitants of Battle Hill, a small community on the outskirts
of London, are preparing to mount a new play by the
neighborhood’s most illustrious resident, the writer Peter
Stanhope. Each actor struggles with self-absorption, doubt,
fear, and sin. But “the Hill” is not like other places. Here the
past and present intermingle, ghosts walk among the living,
and reality is often clouded by dreams and the dark fantastic.
For young Pauline Anstruther, who is caring for an aging
grandmother and frightened by the specter of a doppelgänger
who gets closer with each visitation, the prospect of heaven
exists in the renowned playwright’s willingness to bear the
burden of her terror. For eminent historian Lawrence
Wentworth, the rejection of his desire pulls him deeper inside
himself, leaving him vulnerable to the lure of the succubus
and opening wide the entrance to hell. A brilliant theological
thriller, Descent into Hell is an extraordinary fictional
meditation on sin and personal salvation by one of the
twentieth century’s most original and provocative literary
artists. Charles Williams, a member of the Inklings alongside
fellow Oxfordians C. S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien, and Owen
Barfield, has written a powerful work at once profoundly
disturbing and gloriously uplifting, an ingenious amalgam of
metaphysics, religious thought, and darkest fantasy.
While investigating her sister's murder, Amber Silverthorne
accidentally summons an Immortal warrior whose wicked
charm and sinful touch could prove just as dangerous as the
demon they're chasing.
Printz Honor and NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author
Carolyn Mackler brings honesty and charm to this story of a
friendship between two girls. Meet Hannah. Her name is a
palindrome. Her birthday is on New Year’s. She wishes she
had a cat. She’s medium height and a little awkward. Her life
has NOT been fun lately -- her dad and stepmom are having
a baby and, worst of all, her best friend next door just moved
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away. Now a new girl is here, taking over her best friend’s
bedroom . . . and her own identity. Meet Emme. Her name is
a palindrome. Her birthday is on New Year’s. She loves her
enormous orange cat. She’s so short that last week she was
mistaken for a kindergartner. She’s found moving hard . . .
but at least there’s the girl next door, Hannah. Maybe they’ll
become friends? While Hannah and Emme are alike in so
many ways, they’re also different in some wrong ways, too.
Is this the perfect friendship . . . or a recipe for disaster? From
award-winning writer Carolyn Mackler comes a funny, smart
story about finding out who your best friends are, in good
times and bad.
Six hundred years after The Outbreak, the human population
stand side by side with the Fae & the Vampyrs to stop the
Demon King from starting a second Dark War.Seventeen
year old Adelaide Tate is in her last year of the Academy, with
her eyes set on becoming part of the Red Guard.Who cares
that no female has ever joined?When a dark force develops
an unhealthy liking for her, Adelaide needs to fight for her life
and figure out what makes her so different from the others.
Betrayal. Fear. Anger. She must overcome it all in order to
turn her world the right way around again. Adelaide has one
choice. Accept the help offered to her by Xander Bane, or
face the Demon Hoard alone. One thing is for sure. The
descent will be bloody.

Love is conceived in the mind of a vampire long before it
is ever realized. Vampire prince, Sebastian Pearce, has
waited six hundred years for the right human mate. While
vampires no longer require live donors for sustenance,
Mother Nature has played a cruel trick on them making
breeders a rare commodity. As numbers in Sebastian’s
imperial house continue to dwindle, his virgin bride
eludes him. That is, until he happens upon a young
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woman searching for a secret vampire text, the Book of
Descent. Sebastian’s need for her is more potent than
anything he’s felt for another woman, but Everleigh
Marbut isn’t innocent. Worst of all she’s an American
with a mind of her own, and has no desire to carry an
immortal being. But fate has forged connections between
vampires and human mates in the form of the Red Veil
for generations. As the Red Veil descends over
Sebastian and Everleigh they fight their attraction to
each other, but neither of them realize they’re being
lured into a battle pitting ancient myth against the power
of modern science to recreate life until it’s too late. The
destiny of his lineage, and the bond forged between
them, now rests in their acceptance of each other as
they are. Can a modern woman endure an eternity of
devotion from a sexy, old-world vampire?
Alma Katsu’s acclaimed trilogy—a supernatural epic that
began with The Taker and sparked a chase around the
world in The Reckoning—comes to a stunning conclusion,
and brings Lanore McIlvrae to a final encounter with
Adair, her powerful nemesis. Dismayed by Adair’s
otherworldly powers and afraid of his passionate temper,
Lanore has run from him across time, even imprisoning
him behind a wall for two centuries to save Jonathan, her
eternal love. But instead of punishing her for her
betrayal, Adair declared his love for Lanore once more
and set her free. Now, Lanore has tracked Adair to his
mystical island home to ask for one last favor. The
Queen of the Underworld is keeping Jonathan as her
consort, and Lanore wants Adair to send her to the
hereafter so that she may beg for his release. Will she
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honor her promise to return to Adair? Or is her true
intention to be reunited with Jonathan at any cost?
With a traitorous deity poised to destroy her world, Emi
must break the curse that binds Shiro's magic. But once
the ancient power in him awakens, the yokai she loves
will be changed forever. As the gods gather to wage war,
Emi and Shiro must gamble everything to turn the tide
against their immortal foes-even if it means losing each
other.
A doctor and a reformed bad-boy vampire struggle with
danger and their desires in this New York
Times–bestselling paranormal romantic suspense novel.
Dr. Melanie Lipton is no stranger to the supernatural.
She knows immortals better than they know themselves,
right down to their stubborn little genes. So although a
handsome rogue immortal seems suspicious to her
colleagues, Sebastien Newcombe intrigues Melanie. His
history is checkered, his scars are impressive, and his
ideas are daring. But it's not his ideas that have Melanie
fighting off surges of desire… Bastien is used to being the
bad guy. In fact, he can't remember the last time he had
an ally he could trust. But Melanie is different—and under
her calm, professional exterior he senses a passion
beyond anything in his centuries of experience. Giving in
to temptation is out of the question—he can't put her in
danger. But she isn't asking him… RT Book
Reviews“With this excellent entry, rising star Duvall is
fast proving to be a major player in paranormal
romance!”— “With a deeply emotional love story, two
beautiful, complex main characters, and a pulsepounding adventure that won’t let up, this book was
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haunting and addictive.”—The Romance Reviews
For Each, There Could Be Only One: They came from
the darkest places: secluded monasteries, the
Carpathian mountains, galaxies under siege. They were
men with the blackest pasts-warriors, vampire monks,
leaders of armies-but whose passions burned like dying
stars. They had one purpose: to find those women who
fulfilled them, completed them, and made them rage with
a fire both holy and profane. They sought soul mates
whose touch consumed them with desire, yet whose
kisses refreshed like the coolest rain. And each man
knew that for him there was only one true love-and in
finding her, he would find salvation.
When Ami saves an immortal protector from a vicious
vampire attack, she finds herself attracted to him, but
Marcus, while admiring her bravery, does not want to
take her on as a partner.
Dive into the abyss! I'm Luther Cross, but you already
knew that. Hard to forget a dangerously handsome,
effortlessly stylish half-demon like myself. I earn my
living using my knowledge of the occult and demonic
heritage as Chicago's foremost paranormal investigator.
My last case roped me into a potential war between
Heaven and Hell, and though I managed to stop the
crisis, the big threat's still out there. An angel is trying to
kickstart armageddon, but there's only one person who
knows that angel's identity. And he's stuck in the one
place no one can touch him-Purgatory. There's only one
way I can learn the truth, and that's by facing the
dangers of Purgatory. Fortunately, I'm not alone.
Unfortunately, my traveling party includes a demon trying
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to corrupt me and an immortal killer I had to con. What
could possibly go wrong?
Nothing in life is without a price and Ethan West knows
this all too well. With death and the unexplained filling his
trouble past, Ethan hopes to make a fresh start. Instead
he faces death yet again, and it comes with the heaviest
price of all-his very soul.

Nastasya has lived for hundreds of years, but for
some reason, life never seems to get any better. She
left her spoiled, rich girl life to find peace at River's
Edge, a safe haven for wayward immortals. There,
she learned to embrace River's Edge, despite som
drama involving the sexy Reyn, who she wants but
won't allow herself to have. But just as she's getting
comfortable, her family's ties to dark magick force
her to leave. She falls back into her old, hard
partying ways, but will her decision lead her into the
hands of a dark immortal? Or will it be her first step
to embracing the darkness within her?
The breathtaking first novel in a brilliant new fantasy
series A masterwork of fantasy, The Nessantico
Cycle is the epic tale of an empire at its height, yet
poised on the brink of what could be a devastating
descent into ruin. Told from the viewpoints of
numerous characters, it is a sweeping saga of
murder and magic (portrayed both as a powerful
religion and a forbidden art), of deception and
betrayal, of Machiavellian politics, star-crossed
lovers, and a realm facing war on every front.
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Banished from paradise, she'll risk it all for one last
chance to return. Recruited by a corrupt archangel
named Ereziel, Thalia Brennan must find a way back
through the gates of Purgatory. Tasked with killing
souls so vile, this solitary huntress collects their
darkness as currency back into Heaven. When one
of these vile souls tells her she’ll never be able to
buy her way back into Heaven, she doesn’t believe
him, even when he gifts her a locket he claims is the
key to her origins. Now, with a bounty on her head
for killing him, she must dodge the clutches of those
who want her treasure to stay alive. Finding out what
the locket opens while facing the wrath of all the
orders of demons and angels in the city isn't easy.
Luckily, there's some handsome allies who are just
as determined to solve the mystery and assist her
with whatever means possible. The Accursed
Archangels series is a breakneck urban fantasy
adventure which will appeal to readers of angels,
demons, paranormal thrillers, reverse harems, and
supernatural lore. Books in this series: The
Unbreakable Curse The Cursed Labyrinth - Now
Available! The Irredeemable Soul - Coming
September 2018
This fairy tale doesn’t end with a kiss in this
spellbinding Immortals After Dark tale from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole! The
terrifying king of hell... As a boy, Abyssian “Sian”
Infernas had his heart shattered by a treacherous fey
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beauty who died before he could exact vengeance.
Millennia later, a curse has transformed him into a
demonic monster—just as she’s been reincarnated.
Sian captures the delicate but bold female, forcing
her back to hell. Meets his match. Princess Calliope
“Lila” Barbot’s people have hated and feared
Abyssian and his alliance of monsters for aeons.
When the beastly demon imprisons her in his
mystical castle, vowing revenge for betrayals she
can’t remember, Lila makes her own vow: to bring
down the wicked beast for good. Can two
adversaries share one happily-ever-after? As
Calliope turns hell inside out, the all-powerful Sian
finds himself defenseless against his feelings for her.
In turn, Lila reluctantly responds to the beast’s
cleverness and gruff vulnerability. But when truths
from a far distant past are revealed, can their
tenuous bond withstand ages of deceit, a curse, and
a looming supernatural war?
Addie In that one moment everything changed.
Everything I thought I knew shattered with just a few
words. Who knew the truth could be so devastating. I
need to decide which side to take. But can I even
trust myself? Xander She's gone, but I'll scorch the
earth to find her if that's what it takes. I'll call upon
friend and foe for the battle that is to come. The fires
of hell couldn't keep me from her and whoever thinks
they can take what is mine, is going to regret it for all
time. One thing is for sure. The Crash could ruin us
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all.
In this USA Today–bestselling paranormal romance,
a gifted assassin and a handsome vampire join
forces to tackle an evil conspiracy. Krysta is used to
getting the drop on vampires. Her “special abilities”
aren’t much, but the plan is simple—she plays
helpless pretty young thing to lure them in. Then her
shoto swords come out and it’s bye-bye,
bloodsucker. Until one night she finds herself with an
unexpected ally. He’s a vampire, all right, but
different. Mysterious. Handsome. And more
interested in saving her skin than draining it. Étienne
has been an Immortal Guardian for two hundred
years—long enough to know that Krysta is special. He
can't stop thinking about her long legs, even more
than her short swords. Then he discovers the vamps
she’s exterminating have friends in high places, and
the Guardians are in danger too. He’ll have to
accept Krysta’s help to save them. The stakes for a
mortal are high. But the cost to his heart might be
higher… “Duvall is fast proving to be a major player in
paranormal romance.”—RT Book Reviews “The
Immortal Guardians series is one you'll want to
follow.”—The Romance Review “These dark, kickass guardians can protect me any day!”—New York
Times–bestselling author Alexandra Ivy on Darkness
Dawns
Elise Kavanagh doesn’t want to hunt demons
anymore. It’s been five years since she killed her
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last enemy, and life has been quiet since then. She
went to college. Got a job, and then lost it. Made a
friend or two. Lived a normal life. Now her former
partner, a powerful witch named James Faulkner,
wants Elise to fight one more time. The daughter of a
coven member has been possessed, and Elise is the
only exorcist nearby. Becoming a hero again would
mean risking discovery by old enemies. But digging
into the case reveals that it might already be too
late–bodies are disappearing, demons slither
through the night, and the cogs of apocalypse are
beginning to turn once more. Some enemies aren’t
willing to let the secrets of the past stay dead…
keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal romance,
urban fantasy romance, werewolf romance,
shapeshifter romance, angels, demons, science
fiction romance, free urban fantasy novel, free
books, free paranormal, exorcist, urban fantasy
series
These vampires don’t sparkle…they bite. Book 1 of
the Blood of Eden trilogy by Julie Kagawa, New York
Times bestselling author of The Iron Fey, begins a
thrilling dark fantasy series where vampires rule,
humans are prey…and one girl will become what she
hates most to save all she loves. Allison Sekemoto
survives in the Fringe, where the vampires who killed
her mother rule and she and her crew of outcasts
must hide from the monsters at night. All that drives
Allie is her hatred of vampires, who keep humans as
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prey. Until the night Allie herself dies…a becomes
one of the monsters. When she hears of a mythical
place called Eden that might have a cure for the
blood disease that killed off most of civilization, Allie
decides to seek it out. Hiding among a band of
humans, she begins a journey that will have
unforeseen consequences…to herself, to the boy
she’s falling for who believes she’s human, and to
the future of the world. Now Allie must decide
what—and who—is worth dying for…again. “A fresh
and imaginative thrill ride.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review Books in the Blood of Eden series:
The Immortal Rules The Eternity Cure The Forever
Song
A music professor finds herself mixed up in a world of
vampires, immortals, and humans with extraordinary gifts
in this paranormal romance. Once, Sarah Bingham’s
biggest challenge was making her students pay attention
in class. Now, after rescuing a wounded stranger, she’s
landed in the middle of a battle between corrupt
vampires and powerful immortals who also need blood to
survive. Roland Warbrook is the most compelling man
Sarah has ever laid hands on. But his desire for her is
mingled with a hunger he can barely control… In his nine
centuries of immortal existence, no woman has tempted
Roland as much as Sarah. But asking her to love him is
impossible—when it means forfeiting the world she’s
always known, and the life he would do anything to
protect… “These dark, kick-ass guardians can protect me
any day!”—Alexandra Ivy New York Times bestselling
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author “This is a strong start in what looks to be a
thrilling and chilling new paranormal series.
Fantastic!”—RT Book Reviews “Electrifying, Funny, Lustinducing, and Inventive.”—Fresh Fiction Praise for New
York Times Bestselling Author Dianne Duvall's Immortal
Guardians series “If you love J.R. Ward’s Black Dagger
Brotherhood and Kresley Cole’s Immortals After Dark,
then you need to put Dianne Duvall and her Immortal
Guardians books in your reading wheelhouse.”—Literati
Literature Lovers
New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall brings
readers the first novel in a thrilling new sci-fi romance
series full of action, intrigue, humor, and happily-everafters.Taelon searches the galaxy for his younger sister,
who mysteriously disappeared while on a diplomatic
mission. When an ally reveals that she was seized and is
being held prisoner on Earth, Taelon descends upon the
blue planet, intent on freeing her and exacting
vengeance. However, all does not go as planned. Before
he can find her, Taelon is captured and becomes the
subject of torturous experiments. For what feels like an
eternity, all he knows is pain and fury... until a mind
tentatively touches his own and a woman's voice forever
changes his world.After suffering tragic losses, Lisa is
finally beginning to carve out a future for herself when
chance sends her to the Anomalous Cognition Research
Institute. What at first appears to be a benign
organization seeking participants for a psychic study
instead turns out to be a government facility harboring a
much darker intent. Lisa discovers this too late and soon
becomes the unwilling subject of a terrifying experiment.
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Just as fear and desperation threaten to consume her, a
deep, compelling voice penetrates the looming insanity
and lends her hope.Having seen only the worst of
humanity, Taelon is shocked when Lisa risks everything
to free him. Together the two make their escape, and
Taelon finds himself fascinated by the small human
woman who-despite all she's suffered-can still laugh and
tease and lure smiles from him. Friendship swiftly grows
between them as they work together to evade soldiers
intent on capturing them and find themselves hunted by
mystifying preternatural beings. Through it all, Lisa
steadfastly remains by his side, stealing more of his
heart each day while she helps him unravel the mystery
of his sister's fate. Can they find his sister before the
hunters find them? If they survive their quest, will Taelon
have to bid Lisa farewell... or can he coax her into
leaving her planet and joining him for the adventure of a
lifetime?
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a
betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert
planet and adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who
help him unravel his most unexpected destiny.
New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall brings
readers the second stand-alone novel in a thrilling new
sci-fi romance series full of action, humor, and happilyever-afters.Eliana's life has never been what one might
term ordinary. At least, it hasn't been for a very long
time. As a powerful Immortal Guardian, she spends her
nights hunting and slaying psychotic vampires that most
of humanity doesn't even realize exist. Then an
opportunity arises that instantly makes her extraordinary
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existence seem downright boring. The leader of the
Immortal Guardians asks her to guard a group of mortals
who are embarking upon a voyage across the galaxy to
the planet Lasara. How could she possibly say no?In no
time at all, Eliana is hurtling through space on board a
Lasaran battleship and getting to know not one but two
alien races. It's the most exciting adventure of her long
life... until the ship is unexpectedly attacked. Amid the
chaos and destruction that follow, she valiantly helps
everyone she can before an explosion renders her
unconscious. When Eliana awakens, she finds herself
alone, floating in space, clad only in a spacesuit, with no
ship in sight. Alone-that is-except for the warm, deep
voice that carries over the comm in her
helmet.Commander Dagon and the crew of the Segonian
battleship Ranasura respond to a distress call from their
Lasaran allies and join a massive Alliance-wide searchand-rescue mission. He quickly achieves communication
with a lone Earthling female and races toward her. Every
time they speak, his fascination with her grows and he
becomes more desperate to reach her before her oxygen
supply runs out. Her strength, bravery, and humor entice
him, even more so when she defies all odds and they
meet in person. As he and Eliana embark upon a quest
to find her missing friends, a bond swiftly grows between
them that deepens with every laugh and smile and
tender touch they share. But they are not the only ones
searching for Earthling survivors. When Eliana herself
becomes the hunted and their enemies begin to close in,
can the two of them fight their way to victory, or will their
enemies take everything?WHAT READERS &
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REVIEWERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE ALDEBARIAN
ALLIANCE SERIES"Full of adventures, sizzling passion,
romance and yes kick-ass fighting... I devoured it in one
seating."--Book Dragon"Intense, addictive and brilliant... I
want more and frankly; I want it now!"--Caffeinated
Reviewer"I can't express enough how gripping this story
was. This could be a movie!"--Obsessive Reading
Disorder"Dianne Duvall once again weaves her magic
giving us a tale filled with excitement, romance and
introducing us to new friends in a galaxy far away.
Everything about this story was amazing."--eBook
Obsessed"The Lasaran has everything I love about the
Immortal Guardians series: snappy dialogue, action,
humor, steaminess, and paranormal elements, but now I
can add space travel. Booyah!"--I'm a Voracious
Reader"I got exactly what I was expecting from this one:
a thrilling, action-packed, sometimes funny romance that
happens to include a hot dude from space... I highly
recommend."--Romance Rehab"Another great read by
one of my favorite authors. This is a great start to a new
series. Fast paced, with action, adventure and
romance"--Seeing Spots"I definitely can't wait for more . .
. Full of action and a sweet unusual love story."--Read
All About It
"Seth has led the Immortal Guardians for thousands of
years. With them fighting by his side, he has protected
humans from psychotic vampires, defeated corrupt
mercenary armies, defended military bases under attack,
and more. But the latest enemy to rise against the
Immortal Guardians has proven to be a formidable one,
wielding almost as much power as Seth. His goal is
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simple. He wants to watch the world burn. And he will
use every means at his disposal to accomplish it. Seth
and his Immortal Guardians have succeeded thus far in
staving off Armageddon despite heartbreaking losses.
But they have never before faced such danger. Leah
Somerson has suffered losses of her own. It has taken
her a long time to rebuild her life and find some
semblance of peace. Then one night a tall, dark,
powerful immortal with what appears to be the weight of
the world on his shoulders stumbles into her shop, and
everything changes. Peace and contentment are no
longer enough. Now she wants more. She wants to find
happiness. She wants to erase the darkness in Seth's
eyes and replace it with love and laughter. She knows
he's different in ways that make most fear him. Even
some of his immortal brethren keep a careful distance.
But Leah will not. Nor will she shy away when danger
strikes. Contains mature themes."--publisher's
description.
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